
“I have always experienced unfailing quality service from top to bottom in 
all my dealings with ADESA Sacramento and ADESA Los Angeles. My 
cars are always clean and they always run in order and at a consistent time 
week to week. This lets me establish an identity and a brand and to gather 
a following with an end result of increased wholesale profit.  

I have been in the business for over 35 years. I have hand sold cars, done 
sealed bids/ABS, worked with ‘traveling on the lot’ auctions and other auto  
auction chains. ADESA Sacramento and ADESA Los Angeles is by far the  
best combination of service and profit maximization!”   
–Brett Norberry, Group One Automotive  
              
“Willis Auto Campus has been in business with ADESA Des Moines for over  
20 years. We have always received the best service and personal care from  
check in, auctioneers, management to the cleaning crew. ADESA Des Moines  
donates money every year to at least one of our charitable organizations near  
and dear to our hearts. They organized a fundraiser for us in the interest of the  
Lukemia Foundation raising thousands of dollars. They are top notch in the car  
industry for handling Willis Auto Campus’ remarketing needs.”   
–Jason Willis, Willis Auto Campus   
 
“I have always experienced quality service from ADESA Washington, D.C.  
The customer service I receive is impeccable and Morgan McCarthy is  
always pleasant and helpful. I have been in the business for over 30 years,  
and have had the best auction experiences with ADESA Washington, D.C.” 
 –Andy Heye, Ourisman Chrysler Jeep Dodge  
 
“I have been using the excellent services at ADESA Sacramento for over  
13 years and from GM, Chris McGinness, sales manager, Laura Seek 
and transport manager, Stephen Cosenza and EVERYBODY in between, 
their services can’t be beat!  
 
I have found that due to the large number of buyers that attend ADESA 
auctions, my sale percentages are 30% to 40% higher than they have 
been elsewhere with higher profit margins. They have provided the best 
overall service I have ever experienced and continue to do so week in 
and week out. That is why after 30+ years in the business I choose 
ADESA Sacramento.”   
–Dave Triano, Folsom Lake Ford/Kia   
 
“I have always experienced quality service from ADESA Washington, D.C.  
The customer service I receive is impeccable and my rep is always pleasant  
and helpful. I have been in the business years and have had the best auction  
experiences with ADESA Washington, D.C.”  
–Chris Eader, Passport Automotive Group 
 
 
 
 
 



“The team at ADESA Houston always goes above and beyond to make sure     
 that my units are on spot, online and ready for sale. Their process assures  
me that my profits are being maximized on my wholesale and aged inventory.  
 
ADESA Houston has worked very hard to market our dealer group and the 
vast range of vehicles we offer to the buyers through direct telesales calls,  
online and in lane marketing along with miscellaneous promotions.  
 
ADESA Houston is a fun and exciting place to do business with a great team  
that I am happy to say I am a part of.”  
–Lee Cooke, Champion Automotive Group/Auto Nation   
 
 
“After a bad experience in the auction industry I moved my business to 
ADESA Birmingham in 2009. I have run cars every week since. The customer 
service here is outstanding. Through the whole process from staging my cars, 
marketing, running in the same lane placement and time consistently week 
after week, I have been able to build a large buyer base both in lane and 
online. My sales percentage continues to improve year-over-year. I contribute 
my success to my partnership with ADESA Birmingham. The dealer sales 
manager truly treats me and my employees like a KING. Thank you ADESA 
and Christy Craton.”  
–Sam Al Yousef, King Motors  


